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Abstract, The paper introduces a model for processing systems which proi ides ‘environment’ to 
the abstract notion of process as introduced by Nicst [ 131. X basic componcllt of the model is 
;I protection mechanism which is general enough to capture as particular instances known 
protection strategies [e.g. take. grant, create, parameter passing) [5. 8. 91. 
Decision problems associated with these systems are discussed for both cases: processe\ with 
intinite and tinite hehaviours. Solvability results a+e obtained for the safety problem: as a corollary 
we get the solvability result of Beauquier in the context of his processes [I 1. IJnsolf ability results 
arc also derived. 
A concept of compatibilit) is Introduced for processes acting in parallel su )jcct to s~mc 
\ynchroniration condition. &‘c show that the traversing from rational to algebraic s>\tt’m$ can 
take the c~~mpatibility problem from solvable to unsolvable. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of controlling the access to information in larhti systems, manip&?- 
ing many kinds of dat<., ‘1 having different owners, is diffcult and has various particular 
aspects. Every such system has some mechanism implementing security policies, 
being from this point of iriew a ‘protection system’ [ 151. 
One of the most influential model for protection systems is the mode1 based on 
YapabWes’ [S, 15 1. 
Starting with an idea of Beauquier [l] which considers a capability based prot c- 
tion system as the se* of sequences of permitted ‘actions’ in the system, we &e a 
general model for protection systems within the framework of the thf;ory of 
proct’>ses, 83 developed by Nivat [ 13. 2. 171. 
Our mode1 provides ‘environment’ to the abstract notion of process, haI ing finite 
or infinite bt:haviours, and being general enough to capture as particular instances 
the ‘protocol’ proct-,. ‘5 of Beauquier [ 1, 21 as well as other *reasonable’ profcL:ir\v 
mechanisms. 
‘F A preliminary version was presented at the 8th Colloquium on Trees in ,4lgebra and Programming. 
L’Aquila, Italy, March 9-l I. 1983. 
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A basic notion in the theory of infinitary languag(>s i that of adherence defined 
as follows: 
Adh(L)={uEA”IFG(rr)cFG(L:] for-LEA=. 
- L c A” is called closed if Adh(L) E: L. 
- L GA’ is called rational (algebraic) if FG(L) is regular (context-free 
- L z A” is called central if L = FG(Adh(L)). 
Following Nivat [13] and interpreting A as the alphabet of ‘actions’, 
is “a mechanism capable to do actions”. 
. 
a process p 
The set of infinite l behaviours’ of p is some fixed set B”(p) c A” and the set of 
finite behaviours’ is some fixed set B*(p) sA*. If p = (pl, . . . , pk) is a vector of 
processes, then B”( p ) = BY p 1) x l l l xB’“(Pk)(respectivelyB*(p)=B”(p,)x. l -x 
B*( pk 1) and any u f B’“( p) ( u E B*( p)) may be viewed as being an w-word (word) 
over A’ (i.e., A X A X'*r'!"y' xA.) (B*(p) is restricted to k-tuples of words of the 
same length ). 
We call a process rational (algebraic, closed) if its set of infinite behaviours is 
rational (algebraic, closed 1. 
A set S c_ A” is called a ‘condition of synchronization’ or ‘synchronization set’: 
given S, we can define the set of S-synchronized behaviours of p as BT ( p ) u Bz (p I 
where 
B:(p) = B”(phS’” (respectively, Bz (p ) = B”(p ) n S*:). 
We shall denote by R, CF, CS the classes of regular, context-free. espectively 
context-sensitive languages of the Chomsky hierarchy. 
The family of rational adherences and that of algebraic adherences possesses a 
representation of the form 
L = u L, h IL: Y”, (1) 
I 1 
where L,, I_: are languages in the corresponding family. 
Theorem 2.1 (MC. Naughton!. Auy ratiortal adherence L cart be represented as in 
t 1 ) with I,,, I [ t R, 1 s i 5 k. 
Theorem 2.2 (Nivat I. Afly algebraic adhermce L cau be represented as ill ( 1) with 
L,, L,‘KF, 1 <Sk. 
Marc about intinitary languages and processes can be found in [12, 13, 17, 181. 
We suppose the reader familiar with basic facts of formal language theory [4, 
13, 31. 
3. A model of protection in processing systems 
A basic question concerning computing mechanisms is the following. 
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Mow can a ‘mechanism’ be programmed to supervise the development of a 
‘process’ (i.e., a set of ‘actions‘ performed sequential or in parallel) in such a way 
that the security requirements do not be violated? Much more, in what conditions 
can we tell something a priori on the possibility of executing ‘illegal’ actions? 
L,et us introduce the basic concept of the paper. 
Definition 3.1. A processing system is a 6-tuple PS = (Act, 0, F, COO, 90 where 
X = (Act, Q, F, qr,) is a finite automaton (without final states) and X = ({Qlr},,c~r(r H)
is the ‘capability legislation’ and 
ri) Act is the set of actiorts, 
tii) Q is the set of states, 
(iii) F : Act x Q + 2O is the trnrtsition fwtction, 
(iv) y. E Q is the iizitid stute, 
IV) Q‘, 5 Q is the set of states compatible with action n for any a E Act, 
(vi) H, the set of histories, is a prefix-closed subset of Act*. 
Two languages, related to a processing system are introduced: 
- The set of legal irzfhite behncio~rrs is given by 
L,,,(PSi ={I[ E Act”‘/WHk F(rc[il, q,,)nQ,,,,, II #O 
and u[i] E Hj. 
- The sot of kgal _/‘bit~~ hduwio~rrs is given by 
and II E H}. 
Remark. Because H is prefix-closed, in the definition of L:,(PS, we have: II E H. 
i!TV_j,O+.: $:rr[i]~H. ‘ 
In t&t, a processing system PS may be viewed as ;in action-sensJive con- 
struct. E\‘t’rq. action changes the state of the system in the same way an input 
ynbol changes the state of a finite automaton. In addition, i&c capabiliiy legdaticm 
implements a *protection mechanism’: denoting by Qtl the subset of Q consist ng 
of those states in which action ‘n’ can occur, we require for a process to \re composed 
from actions having a ‘good’ state as well as a ‘good’ history. 
So. the process described by the sequences of actions, is protected from ‘illegal‘ 
ocwrronces of actions which do not agree with compatible states or with admissible 
histories. 
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(i.e., we have dropped the restriction on histories). 
Our model incorporates features presented in other protection models (Beauquier 
[ 11, Lipton and Snyder [9] and Harrison, Ruzzo and Ulmann [S]), providing us 
with a general framework to represent protection mechanisms and having decision 
procedures for enough complex classes. 
As will be clear from Example 3.2, our mechanism is powerful enough to express 
protection strategies in the same way, as graph-rewriting rules do [S, 21 (e.g., take, 
grant, call, create, segment). Thus we can model sufficiently realistic systems. 
Example 3.2. The states of our processing system PS will be graphs with vertices 
C‘, a set of objccts/subjec?s !e.g., Editor, File, User 1) and edges E, labeled by 
names of actions (e.g., call, read, write-abbreciated c, Y, w 1. 
We interprete an action as being a triple, consisting of two labeled vertices 
together with a lab&d edge joining them (see, e.g., Fig. 1). 
If X’ denotes this action, Q,,, the set of states in which ‘CI’ can occur, will be the 
set of all graphs with vertices from p and edges from E which contain as subgraph 
the one which-represents ‘(2’ (as in Fig. 1). 
NOW, if states means graphs, state-transitions will be graph transformations by 
a set of graph-rewriting rules 8. We shall exemplify with GRANT: for s 1, s7, s3 E C, 
and (1 the action (sl, cy, s;), we consider the graph rewriting rule depicted in Fig. 2. 
That is, **if sI can write on .Q and it happens that it ian do cy to s3, then SI grants 
.sJ the ability I the right I to do (Y to sj”. If one wants to capture a GRANT -mechanism 
our set ,A of rewriting rules will contain <;RA:; I rules for any vertices and edges 
fultilling the ‘icft-member’ requirement; also we shall include an *identity TG 
(Fig. 31 for anv edge. 
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We shall consider five objects/subjects 
~21 be given by Fig. 4.. 
write2 
s 1, s2, ~3, s4, s5 and the initial state q. 
read 1 
Fig.4. The initial state 9,). 
In our formalism we shall define the transition function by 
H, the $et of histories, will be constructed as follows. We want any write-action 
to be immediately preceded by a call-action, i.e., if a: E H, L‘ = t?l write, ~2, then 
L’ = ci (:a11 write; L’? (in abbreviated form c = C;CM*,C& 
Hence we shall take H = FG(({c, 1-1, 1-2)” l (c{w,, w~,w~}~* l {c, rl, rz)*)“). 
Fig. 5 presents (non-identical) transitions of states as well as sequences of legal 
actions in PS. We shall focus our attention on L,,(PS). 
Considering the historyless process of PS, namely & we have 
which is a rational process. 
For the other process y,, (of legal behaviours), R,,,(~~& will be obtained as given 
by Fig. 5. 
Notation. If L’ is an Aphabct containing c*, ~1, . . . . tt’, md V’ = k’\{ tt*!. . . . 1 tt’,], 
then [ 1’1 will denote the set 
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write2 
GRANT 
tw, is 
performed) 
read I 
{c, W2r /II* ’ WI l (c, Wl, w2,hI* l w3 l (c, Wl, w2c w3, r19 4* 
write2 
I 
i 
GRANT 
(w3 is 
performed) 
Fig. 5. 
It is not too difficult to see that taking another history set H we can obtain prBs 
algebraic. 
Indeed, it is sufficient to ask that read-and write-actions to be (not necessarily 
immediately) preceded by a call-action. 
Proof. Ixt 11s consider the regular grammar G = ( Vsv, C$., xc,, PI where 
tij VY = {s,,}u {ML q,, )(a E Act, q,, E a,}, 
(ii\ 1’~ = {v 1 _v E V,~f\(.v,l}}, 
f iii I P consists of the folbving rules ((cl, q I E Vy ): 
- .Y{I” (0, q,,) if L( E Act and ql, E Q,,. 
- ~tr,q~+(t~ qha’, <I’, for all q’, &,uith ~‘FF~I. y)n&. 
- i~L’p4 
B,(p;,, I = h(UG),, 
where 12 is a homomorphism defined by 
h ((n. (I)) = ~2 for all ~7, q. ‘_i 
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Remarks. ( 1) L,(PS) = RPs n H. 
(2) A E L,(PS). 
Proposition 3.4. Lut PS = (Act, Q, F, qor 30 64 n processitrg system where K = 
W,},,C~,,, H 1. Then 
Adh(M) n Adh(R& = AdhM A I&) = L,(PS). (2) 
Proof. ra) Adh(H’) n Adh(R& = Adh(H n RPS). 
We always have: Adh(H n RPS) G Adh(H) n Adh(R&. The converse inclusion 
follows from the fact that H and RPs are prefix-closed. 
ON L,,(PS) L= Adh(H n I&). 
Let 14 ELJPS). Vi, ti[f]ER~~nH = FG(Rps n H) and hence FG(u ) c 
FGbPp,!,n H) yielding II E Adh(&n H ). Conversely, let IE belong to Adh(&n 
H 1. We have FG(lr 1 c FG(& r\ H ) = RPS n H which shows that Vi, u[i] E Rrs AH, 
k., lr E LJPS,. z! 
Remark. From this proposition MC have 
AdhiL,cPS,I = L,,,(PS) (3, 
which seems a very natural link Mween the two kinds of bchaviours as already 
emphasized by Nivat [ 131, hence 1 .“, ( PS) is a closed language. 
4. Decision problems 
‘This section is dcvotcd to the stlldy of the ‘safety problem and the ‘compatibiiit> 
prohkm’ for processirlg systemic Dtxldability results are ot)tained for both 
psoblcms. 
Definition 4.1. A processing system is called cetmd if II n RPS is a central language. 
It is crtlkd rdotrd M~dmic, cwmi-t- wsitiw 1 if H i:; regular (context-free, 
context-sensitive). 
TO gt:t insight why wc call the problem ‘safety problem’ instead of, say, ‘occurrence 
problem’ or ‘alphabet problerr;.‘ ‘Iet us consider the environment provided bt 
EuampPe 3.2. There, an action ma‘:aIls that a subject/object does something to 
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Remark. For non-central Nivat-processing systems PS we have in general 
SAFFTk’ ;& 5 SAFET\I’ ;s,,I kfn 
and it is difficult to treat FGKJPS)). 
However we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. The o-safety problem for nlgebrnic processirlg system is solvable. 
Proot. 3) Proposition 3.4 we have 
LJ’SI c Adh(L,(PS)), 
that is, L,,,(Ps) equals the adherence of a context-free language and hence it has a 
Nivat representation 
L,,,iPS\ = ij L, * i L: 1“’ 
w hcrc I., and L:, i = I, . . . , p arc context-free languages wx Theorem 2.2). Then 
FG( I_,,, U’S)) -= fi [FGIL,~,JL,(L:,“: - FGtL;r] 
is a contcsl-fret language. So our result follows because the emptincs> problem for 
context-free languages is decidable. 3 
WC shall dkcuss some extensions of the pro\,lem in Section 5. 
WC shall consider the compatibility problem for processing systems, showing that 
in the r;ttional case the problem is decidabk. Our notion of compatibility is more 
~enerai than th:tt of Ekauquicr \vicwcd only as inclusion ktwecn the sets of 
hchal.ir?urs l-sot‘ Section 5 . L . . 
Our concept is formulated in the context of parallelism and synchronization. 
Nithin this framework we feel that I he notion captures an interesting phenomenon. 
l-et us suppose that we have two processing systems with a common Act 
\c‘! 
PS, -. 1 Act. Q,, F,. II,,,, K, 1, i -= 1, 2 
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The -compatibility problem of PSI with PS2. For every infinite behaviour of PSI 
does there exist an infinite behaviour of PS?, such that the two processes ppI?;,, pps: 
1 can ‘cooperate’ (i.e., run in parallel and satisfy the synchronization condi- 
I 
tions) during these behaviours? 
i 
If the answer is “yes”, we shall say that “PS1 is o-compatible with PS;?“. I 
I 
Nota tiort 
i 
I 
GPSI, m)=(cEs”~c =(ff]1,lf~,)(z[~~,zr;l~) * * ’ (ZQ,,, lh,,) * l *a, 
! 
14, = II, ] 14,;1 ’ . - ;4,,, * a ’ E UPS, 1, i = 1, 2). 
I 
i The infinite word L‘ above will be denoted by 
Thus 
WC shall define here the ‘finite’-analogous for 1:. ‘:‘( PS 1. P!$). Namely, we put 
Now WC can reformulate the 14 -compatibility problem: 
Defining the homomorphism n I t first projection! by n I ((0, h 1) = CI for any (0, /) 1 E 
S, wt‘ cm cxtcnd it to irlfinitt: words as follows: if L’ ES”, we define TV as the 
limit of the sequence ~T~(c~II]),, + i.e., the unique :I’ such that, for any /I 3 1, 
r,(~,,]l is a prefix of it. 
Reformulating again, thr r+compatibility problem becomes 
7i,(L;:‘(PS,. PS? ) = L,,,(PS,) ‘?. 
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Proposition 4.6. Given two procew’ng systems PS 1, PS2 and a synchronization set S, 
there exists a processing system PS such that 
LJPS) = LJPSI, PSZL L:,(PS) = L:(Ps1, PS?L 
Proof. We take 
PS = (Act Y Act, QI x Q2, F, (q,jl, q&, ,W) 
where F is given by 
and 
with 
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Remark. From Proposition 4.6 it follows that 
~*(L~(PSl, PS2)) = 7ri;i,orPS)). 
So our o-compatibility problem will be 
L,(PSI) = ri(L,(PS)) ?* (*) 
Because we always have 
mL(PSK LJPW, 
it follows that (W is equivalent with 
LWSI) c rr*(L,,(PS)) ‘? . 
In order to obtain our decidability result we need a theorem of Nivat [i 31 which 
we present for the case of two processing systems. 
Theorem 4.7 (Nivat [ 131). If p I, p2 are two closed ratiorzal yrocenes arrd S is CI 
sy~chror~katiot~ set, then BF ( p 1, p2) is a closed rational language. 
Theorem 4.8. Let PSI, PSZ bc two rational processing systems, and S a . y~zchromk - 
atic 11 set. 
i’hcn tlw w-compatibility problem of PSI with PS? i:: decidable. 
Proof. AS we have noted before, L,,, (Psi 1, i = 1,2, are closed sets. Because they are 
rational adherences, they possess a McNaughton representation (see Theorem 2.1) 
yielding that FG( L,,( PS, )) E R, that is, L, (PS,) arc raticnal. From the Nivat Theorem 
4.7, L;(P$, P&)=B;(p ps,, pr+) is also a closed rational set. Moreover. the equality 
shows that B3pps,, ppsJ = L,,(PS) is an adherence, namely Adh(L,(PSH. Because 
7rTT1 is a faithful sequential mapping, 7;1 commutes with Adh (property 9 in [ 161) and 
hence nl(L,(PS)) is closed. 
As both members are closed sets, their inclusion L,,(PSI) s rrl(L,(PS)) is 
equivalent with FG( L,,(P!$ )) E FG( r,(L,,(PS))). Now, the theorem follows because 
the inclusion 111 R is decidable. C 
The -k-compatibility problem of PSI with PS 2. For every fir& behaviour of PSI 
dots there exist a finite behaviour of PS2 such t$at the two processes pus, and pps2 
can cooperate’ during these behaviours? t 
If the answer is “yes”. we shall say that ‘*PSI is +-compatible with PSZ“. 
The problem can he rephrased as 
rrl(L;(PSi, P&j) = L,(PSI)? 
in the same way we considered it in the u-case. 
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With PS given by Proposition 4.6, the *-compatibility is captured in the 
question: 
L,(PS* )E ?rI(L,(PSI)?. (8, 
Theorem 4.9. Let PSI and PS2 be any central processing systems arzd PS 
git,en by Proposition 4.6. Then i,,(PSJ E nl(L,(PSj) iff FGK,PS~ 1) c 
nIrFGrL,iPS))). 
Proof. t*) L.JPS, I s n&C,(PS)) implies 
Adh(L,‘PS, )) c Adh(~&:(PS))). 
I3ccausc PS is closed, again by Property 9 in [ 161 and by Proposition 3.4 we have 
Adh&:(PS, 1) z rI(Adh(L,(PS)I) and L,,,(PS~I G IT&,(PS~I. 
fkxe FG&(PS, ii c nl(FG(L,,(PS)H. 
~-1 FG(L,,(PS,U c T,(FG(L,,(PSN yields 
FGcAdhcL,:rP!$ )),I & ~,(FG(Adh(L:k(PS)))). 
PS, being central it follows that 
L>,(PS,) cz rr,(F~(Adh(L:;:(PS~)~) 
I,= T,(FG!L;,(PS,H = x,L,(PSN -1 - 
tlc~wtxcr. the result holds in a more general cast. 
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s, r), x’, y’ are nonterminals and a, 6, a’, h’~ Act, that is, terminals). Following a 
standard construction it is not difficult to see that a grammar with rules (x, x’) -+ 
(n, a?~*, a’), (s, .u’) + (h, b’) will generate exactly H\(h). 
New (8) is decidable, being an inclusion between regular sets. ‘cl 
5. Finally legal behaviours and Beauquier processes 
In Beauquier [l, 21 a protection system is identified with the set of all finite 
sec,uences of actions permitted in it. 
Within this framework he obtained important solvability resuiis for the safety 
problem (formulated in similar terms) an3 the compatibility problem viewed only 
as inclusion between the sets of behaviours, i.e., not in t’ne parallelism and syn- 
chronization context. 
His model contains some protection mechanisms expressed in somewhat informal 
terms and this implies that any generalization requires new proofs of the solvability 
results, if at all possible. 
Considering ‘firlally legal behaviours’ in our Nivat’s processing systems we obtain 
that Beauquier’s processes are particular instances of ours. 
In this general framework we re-obtain Beauquier’s result of the solvability of the 
safety problem, now for algebraic systems. For the compatibility problem we show 
that his result is the best one (to date) because the natural extension from Dyck sets 
to context-free sets takes the problem for solcable to unsolvable. Note that our 
concept of compatibility subsumes the Beauquier’s one by simply taking S = 
{w, 0 ) 10 E Act}. 
Let us consider the context provided by Example 3.2 and imagine that all actions 
are only of two types: ‘ask for’ (‘[‘r and ‘satisC$ (j’). An action of the form 
m 
1~ in Bcauquier systems two ‘parts’: 
(0. IU, [)rrcad: “somconc asks for pcrmissicn to do IN to 0”) 
(0, ~2, ])r read: “it is permitted to do 122 to 0”). 
Recal~se the subject s who asks for permission to do uz to 0 (and then getting this 
permission) must be uniquely determined, a behaviour (i.e., a finite sequence of 
this protocolar version of actions, named twwts by Beauquler) is required to be a 
9x S. istrnil, C. Maw lagirc 
restrained Dyck word over the alphabet of parentheses: 
Act = ((0, nz, $) ( 0 E c 112 E Ad, $ E (1, I}} 
where C is the object/subject set and M the set of modalities. 
In this way his events are actions; the access matrix will be a graph and the 
transformations in the access matrix can be modeled by graph rewriting rules. 
All these features can be captured in our processing systems, except the fact that 
the history set H need not be prefix-closed. 
Definition 5.1. A gerzerufid prucrssirrg system (GPS) is a processing system for 
which we drop the restriction on H to 1-z prefix-closed, i.e., H is an arbitrary sei. 
The languages 
L,IGPS)={~~EA~~“I(~~,O~~</I(~: 
F(rc[i], q,,) n CL,,+ 1, f kk and 1~ E W (9) 
ilIl d 
(10) 
will be referred to respectively as the set of finclll.~ kg01 firlite Mzcwimrrs (of PC& 
and the set of fimdly lqyd irlfirzitc bcizar*iours (of P C;I& The languages studied by 
Hcauquier in connection with his syskm are of the form L,tGPSL We consider 
also infinite txhaviours in our systems, and the results obtained turn out to provide 
nc’w information about the Reauquicr’s systems as well. 
The safety and the compatibility problem for tinally legal behaviours can he 
formulated in analogous terms. They will lx rcferrd to as the :~~/c~f’-Safety’/COlllpati- 
bility problems. 
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Theorem 5.4. The *f-safety problem for cerltml context-sensitive generalized processing 
systems is unsolvable. 
Proof. We shall prove first that for an arbitrary GPS 
such that 
there exists a central GPS’ 
(11, 
Let GPS = (Act, Q, 1c, qo, X) be a generalized processing system and a’k Act. 
Then GPS’ = (Act’, Q’, F’, qh, Yf’) where 
- Act’ = Act w (a ‘1, 
- Q’=Qu{q’},q’~Q, 
- F’ is defined as 
F’(a’. 4’) = (q’}, 
F’(a’. q) = 0 for-q $4’ 
F7n.q) =F(a,c+_l{q’} fora fa’andqEQ, 
F’ccr, 4’) = 13 for-c7 fd, 
- q:t = qo. 
- #’ = ({Qt~},,, .ycl’, H’). Here H’ = FGMf 1 - (a’)* and 
Q,‘, - Q,, for (1 f (7 ‘, Q:: = {y’}. 
Let us note that 
. 
L.JGPS’~=FGLJGPS)) - (a’)* and Rcirs. = Rcir)s 0 (a’)*. 
FG(AdhU.,rGPS’,,k 
= FG(Adh(FG(L;,(GPS)) - (tr’? ) 
Z FGcAdhcFG(L:,cGPS),)uFCI~L:;:(GPS)) - kc’)“‘) 
= FG(Adh(L,(GPS),)uFG~L:,(GPS), - (LI?* 
= FG(L,(GPS,) - (a’)* = L,(GPS’). 
So GPS’ is central. Now 
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Because 
it foilows that ( I 1) holds. 
To end the proof we shall show that the :::f-safety problem is unsolvable for 
arbitrary context-sensitive GPS. 
Let C be an arbitrary context-sensitive set over Act and n’& Act. We consider 
the generalized processing system 
GPS = (Act u {a ‘}, Qc F, qo, j’r?, 
X = ({Q,, L Act .(tl+ H) where Q,, = Q,,, = Q, Wda E Act and hi = cr’C. We take F such 
that we have R (iiJs = (Act u{LI’})* and so 
I: 
SAFI:I \r’ l;l~s.c,’ = n’C. 
It is true that Y,~\FYI I.I.;~~~,,~. = I1 itT C = U. 
The emptiness problem for context-sensitive sets being unsoivablc 
theorem follows. 11 
1, the 
Let US note that WC’ can easily prove an analoguc of Theorum 4.2 for generalized 
processing systems and hence we have the following theorem. 
Remarks. f i I The construction in the proof of Proposition 4.6 holds when H is not 
prctis-closed as ~41. Indeed, dctining the history control as in the detinition of 
(;I’%. the MtirL! construction bt:conles meaningful for GPS. 
rilr In the proof of Thcorcm 4.11. thtl construction yields H of the same type 
:is II, ii y- 1, 2 I L’\‘C‘II if the H, iI' = 1. 2 I arc contest-free and non-prefix-closed. 
/IS a cttiiclusion WC‘ get a variant of ‘I’hcor~nl 4.1 1 for GPS. 
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We have that L,(GPSi), i = 1,2, are closed sets and rational adherences. That is, 
FG(L,(GPSi))ER, and SO L,,,(GPSi) are rational. Nivat’s theorem shews that 
L;(GPS,, GPSZ) = B;(p GPS,, PGP&) is a closed rational set. 
Considering a similar GPS-construction as in Proposition 4.6, we have 
L;(GPS,, GPS2)#L,(GPS)=Adh(L,(GPS)). 
That is, in general, Lz(GPSI, GPSz) is not an adherence, and so, we cannot derive 
from this that 7r&(GPSI, GP!&)) is a closed set. 
However, the fact can be obtained in another way. Consider GP$, GPS> two 
generalized processing systems and S’ a synchronization set given as follows. Let 
‘a‘ be a new action. GPS: is obtained from GPS, by adding the new action II’ 
which can be followed only by other a’s and taking If: = Hia*, i = 1, 2. We also 
put S’ = S u (a x Sk (S x a ju (a, a 1. Let GPS’ be the corresponding system, 
analogous to that given by Proposition 4.6. 
We have 
L:;r tGPS;. GPS;, = L;(GPS,, GPS_lr~~E(n, (1 I”’ 
and 
Ll;;‘rGPS;. GPS;) = L,(GPS’)=Adh(L.(GPS’)). 
We are not interested in detailing E': the main point is that all its w-v.ords habz, 
escept for finite prefixes, the (a, a )‘, termination (E' = E - m, LI I“' I. 
Applying xl to the first relation we get 
By our second relation, 7rl commutes with Adh: 
from which w: have 
T,(L-~;;)(GP;‘;‘~. GPS,,,=Adhcn,tL,(GPS’)))nS”‘. 
Now we can prove that xl(Lz(GPS1, GPS?)) is closed. 
Indeed, let 14 E Adhi TT 1 UJGPS,, GPS?) 1. Then 
= FG(Adhcrr,(L,(GPS’))nS”‘! 
c FG(n,ll,,,(;Ps’,~)nFG~s”‘,. 
That is. 
(12, 
The ofrcompatibility problem is given as follows: 
LJGPS, 1 c q(L(;I(GPS,, GPS# 
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which by closedness can be rephased as 
FG(L,,(GPSI )) c FG( r, (L;(GPS,, GI’S,)))? 
As an inclusion between regular sets, it can be decided. 0 ’ 
Theorem 5.7. Let GPS, and GPS-, be two algebraic generalized processing system. 
The *f-compatibility problem for GPS, with GPS, is unsoltiable. 
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Proposition 4.6 we can obtain 
L,(GPS)=L;(GPSI, GP&) 
={w ES*lrt’ = (U(1, U-,]) * * * ‘U(<,, u:,,), 
4 = U,( * ’ l uirl E ;_)GPS,), i = Il. 2) 
and fi is context-free if HI and Hz are context-free. 
Let L 1, L,~ be two arbitrary context-free languages over some alphabet Act. 
C’onsider GPS; = (Act, QI, F,, qo,, Z, ), i = 1, 2, with #l = ((a:,},,; c~Ct, H; ), 01, = 0,. 
F,(a,q)=Q;,~u~ActandH,=Li,i=1,2. 
It is easy to see that RCiPS, = RCiPSI = Act* and so 
L,(GPS,) = R<iljs, n L, = L,. 
Now, we shall consider the synchronization set S = (ca, CI )I CI E Act}. Then 
I’hc question *‘L,(Gf?& )cnl&,(GPS))‘?” is in fact reduced to 
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